Student Government Association - Minutes

October 6, 1993

Attendance:

SEAN DAVIS, President

Council Members: Brian Abramson Authur Papillon, Jr.
Michelle Jones Kiril Reznik
Andre Low-A-Chee Andre Ragin
Luther Dollar Deborah Anderson
Mercedes Ramon
Terri Braynon

Advisor: Whit Hollis

Guests: Eddy Joseph - SPC Don Cornish - SOC

Meeting Called To Order: 5:40 p.m.

Minutes of Previous Meeting: Approval of Minutes are belated.

EXECUTIVE REPORT:

Elections - Appointments to Elections Committee will be postponed to a later time.

COMMITTEE REPORT:

Finance Chair - Luther Dollar is not present therefore, finance report is tabled. However, Lillian is asked to give the report.

Student Services Chair - For transportation between campuses, it has been recommended that we work with a private company. Steve Alvarez said he will help us with a system based on what we need. A number of options were discussed. President Davis recommends that Kiril Reznik obtain a synopses for a bus system and put it in the Beacon so the students know that we are taking action. Whit Hollis suggest that the synopses be done at a balanced point of view.

Academic Affairs Chair - Not present.

Old Business:

Plaque Distribution: We will receive plaques in the future.

BVHC: The BVHC will receive the money for their project and the SGC logo will go on their flyers.
SGA Office Furniture: James has worked with Petrouchka Moise. Next meeting, the display of furniture will be available.

Computer Lab: President Davis has spoken with the Director of the Computer Lab. He stated that a cut back of one hour per day to keep Sunday open.

Journalism and Hospitality Management will be approached for the use of their computer labs for undergraduate students. The University Center will have a computer lab however, the students will have to pay for the laser copies. Computer Lab Directors of both campuses will donate machines for the University Center. We will have to decide the funding for toner and paper.

New Business:

SGA Accountant: Lillian will no longer be with the SGC. Whit proposed that Peter Lutz handle the accounts. President Davis wants to have Marisa (accountant of the school) to handle the accounts. Brian Abramson motions to accept Marisa as temporary accountant until one is hired. Deborah Anderson seconds. Motion passes unanimously.

President Davis asks members to represent SGC for events President Davis is invited to. It is recommended that we get name tags and T-shirts. Andre Low-A-Chee motions for name tags to be made up out of the Promotion Events Budget. Deborah Anderson seconds the motion. Motion passes unanimously.

President Davis wants to amend the previous motion so that if the name tag is lost, the new name tag should be held responsible by the name tag holder.

Advisor's Report:

Advisor Whit Hollis is not present therefore report is tabled.

Community Comments:

Eddy Joseph states that the calendar is coming out next week; he presents a copy to the council. Eddy also presents advertisement for future Halloween event. Eddy states that a tri-council emblem will be present on future events.

President Davis states that only SGC emblem can appear on events. He also notes that emblem will be discussed at a future meeting.

Deborah Anderson thanks council for the plaque for working with the blood drive.

Meeting Adjournment: Author Papillion Jr. motions to adjourn meeting. Andre Low-A-Chee seconds. Motion passes unanimously.